ROO TROPHY 2021 - TOURNAMENT RULES

ALL MATCHES:
All matches, including finals, will comprise one set of first to eight games.
Matches will start at the scheduled time or after that as soon as a court is available.
There will be up to 2 minutes hit up time.
In the case of lateness resulting in a match not starting on time the player/pair at fault
will lose 1 game for every 4 minutes late (or part thereof).
In the case of a no-show, the result will be recorded as 8-3 to the player/pair who
were ready to play.
DOUBLES:
The Roo Trophy doubles event will be played as a round robin in pools, with the first
and second placed pairings moving through to the knockout stage.
In any match each pair may only once, at the start of a game, if it is two or more
games behind and is at the receiver’s end, change receivers.
Group positions will be determined by
1. sets won, then by
2. total games won divided by total games lost, then
3. head to head, then by
4. coin toss.
In case of injury (or other unavoidable unavailability)
1. which results in a doubles pair being unable to complete a match they
forfeit all unplayed games.
2. which results in a doubles pair being unable to play a subsequent match it
shall count as an 8-3 victory to the doubles pair gaining the walkover.
SINGLES:
The Roo Trophy singles will be played as a knock out event, however all first and
second round losers will get a second chance by playing in a repechage draw – the
winner of which plays off for the Singles Roo Trophy against the winner of the first
main draw.
In the case of injury or some other unavailability which results in a match not being
completed, rules consistent with Doubles will apply.
The tournament director (and or committee) may in its absolute discretion, where it
considers necessary vary any conditions of play and or make any decision as
required in relation to day to day tournament issues as they arise and where
appropriate in consultation with a Pro and such decisions are final.

